A Few Glad Tidings
I don’t mind admitting I’m relieved that the Boston bombers
were Muslims. While I regret the murders and mutilations
committed by the Chechen brothers, I admit I was worried that
the mayhem had been perpetrated by native-born Americans.
That’s because I am so sick and tired of the politically
correct crowd countering legitimate attacks on radical Islam
by playing the moral equivalence game every chance they get.
You can bet that if they had been Americans, the liberal
pinheads would have immediately identified them as
conservative ideologues who were card-carrying members of the
Sarah Palin Fan Club. Then they would have quickly dragged
Timothy McVeigh and the Tea Party into the mix. The way some
people insist on providing cover for Muslim jihadists, you
would think that Islam was a major religion in America, when
in reality there are only about two million followers of Allah
in the entire country.
For a while, I figured that Obama, in spite of his all-out
crusade against the Second Amendment, would at most get his
universal background check. But, in spite of pulling those
Newtown parents out of his back pocket every 20 minutes, he
couldn’t even muster enough votes for that. It’s beginning to
look as if his lame duck status has already been recognized
even by his fellow Democrats.
When it appeared that he would have to settle for the
background checks, even after going full-bore after guns and
bullets, I was picturing him running a series of victory laps,
pretending he had landed a knockout punch on law-abiding gun
owners. It would have been like a guy vowing to climb Mount
Everest, going up five feet and coming back down. When asked
about his failure to reach the summit, Obama would have said,
“I said I would climb it. I never said how high.”

But as things turned out, he couldn’t even claim he’d set foot
on Everest. The best he could do was mail Michelle a postcard
from Nepal: “Having a wonderful time. Not climbing any
mountains for the foreseeable future. Love to the kids.”
Another piece of good news comes our way from Brevard
Community College, where the administration fired Prof. Sharon
Sweet for last year forcing her students to sign the
following: “I pledge to vote for President Obama and Democrats
up and down the ticket.”
Aside from the fact that a college actually had the courage to
fire a professor, the biggest surprise is that she’s a
professor of mathematics. I would have bet on political
science, black studies, Hispanic studies or lesbian studies.
Those tend to be the departments where the pinheads
congregate, whereas math, science and engineering, tend to
attract intelligent professors, along with those students
whose life plans generally include moving out of their
parents’ basements.
One of the things included in the immigration reform bill
proposed by the Gang of Eight that caught my attention was the
part where it mentioned that proof of the border being secure
would be when Homeland Security managed to stop 90% of those
people attempting to sneak in.
One, I know how to count those we manage to round up, but how
on earth do you count those who elude capture? And, two, if
you manage to do everything necessary to prevent illegal
aliens from sneaking in, how and why would those tenpercenters continue to get through? How much lower can
expectations go?
Wouldn’t it be like the warden of Sing Sing addressing a
convention of his fellow wardens, and saying, “Fellas, we’re
all doing a hell of a job. Only one out of every 10 prisoners
is breaking out of jail! Drinks for everyone!”
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